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In this issue of Market Buzz, we shine the spotlight 
on the how the Market Theatre Foundation has 
continued with innovative online programming 
during COVID 19 lockdown. The Market Theatre 
business units have respondent bravely to the 
challenges brought on by the lockdown and 
found innovative ways to keep audiences and 
students engaged. James Ngcobo has curated 
two seasons on our social media platforms 
Ditshomo and Bard Shakespeare season read 
page 11 for more details. 

The Windybrow Arts Centre, partnership with 
the Embassy of Sweden has gained traction 
and has been a platform for artistic conversation 
read page 20 for the article.

The Naledi Theatre Awards nominated, Market 
Theatre Laboratory 2nd year students created 
their first digital performance, BLINK. They 

were excited to put on their experimental hats 
and journey into the virtual world to launch their 
work, which has been praised as smart, funny, 
and relevant page 23. 

We also look at how the Market Theatre 
Foundation has managed to be compliant and 
keep employee and artist safety at the heart of 
its operations during COVID 19, Thuli Hlaneke 
takes us through the highlights and challenges. 
Zandile Mawane shares her recovery story after 
contracting COVID 19. 

We shine the spotlight on our work force, we 
introduce you to new employees and share 
promotions.  

Regards 
Zama Sweetness Buthelezi

Editor’s Note
Author Zama Sweetness Buthelezi (Brand and Communications Manager)

Photograph ©Hoek Swaratlhe
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The Market Theatre Foundation welcomes 
back Tshiamo Mokgadi in the position of 
Chief Executive Officer of the Market Theatre 
Foundation (MTF) who started 1 August 2020. 

Tshiamo Mokgadi’s passion for the creative 
industry and her work experience, which is 
centred mostly around planning, financing & 
administration gave her competitive edge over 
other candidates. 

Her in-depth knowledge comes from 
over a decade experience in cultural and 
theatre management, at three major cultural 
institutions - the Market Theatre Foundation 
in Johannesburg, the Playhouse Company in 
Durban, and the State Theatre in Pretoria. Her 
academic background includes a BA degree 
in Dramatic Arts from Wits University, and a 
Master’s in Business Administration (MBA) from 
Henley Business School. Serving in the three 
highlighted institutions where she worked in 
different administrative and technical roles 
in the arts creation process – giving her an 
appreciation and understanding of what it 
takes to successfully create art and run publicly 
funded performing arts centres – experience a 
few could speak of. 

Talking about her appointment, Mokgadi said, 
“I am determined to continue the Market 
Theatre Foundation momentum based on our 
differentiated offering, which resonates strongly 
with our constituency. Our unique blend of 

culture, education, innovation, photography, 
diversity and most importantly our competitive 
spirit will propel us to even greater things. There 
are so many opportunities available and I see 
my role as an enabler, clearing the way for our 
teams to innovate and optimise our delivery 
internally and externally”  

Tshiamo Mokgadi’s appointment was announced 
by the Market Theatre Foundation Council on
4 July 2020 

Tshiamo Mokgadi has an MBA from Henley 
Business School as well as an Honours Degree 
in Dramatic Arts from the University of the 
Witwatersrand. She was the Production Manager 
for the South African State Theatre, previous Arts 
Manager of the Playhouse Company and former 
Producer for the Market Theatre Foundation for 
10 years.  As Arts Manager, she was responsible 
for designing artistic programmes and pre-
selecting possible productions for inclusion in 
the annual production plan.  In addition, in both 
positions; all budgets, finances and contracts for 
the Artistic divisions were her responsibility. She 
was tasked with the overall strategic planning of 
the divisions as well as conceptualizing, planning 
and implementing skills development plans 
and the advancement of training interventions 
for would-be theatre practitioners and their 
groups for either the AD and/or CEO’s input or 
approval.  

TSHIAMO MOKGADI, THE MARKET THEATRE 
FOUNDATION CEO HITS THE GROUND 

RUNNING
Author Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
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With the recent announcement that the Market 
Theatre Foundation has appointed its second 
woman chief executive officer in Tshiamo Mokgadi, 
in effect the Newtown based iconic institution is 
cementing its leading position in transformation, 
particularly when it comes to gender representation.

Long hailed for its progressive ideas due to the 
historic role the Market Theatre played in the fight 
for freedom during apartheid using the medium 
of theatre, the institution continues to lead in the 
cultural sector in the country when it comes to 
women holding leadership positions.
Women’s Day falls on August 9, a national holiday, 
and is in recognition of the role the women of this 
country played in 1956, when women leaders 
emerged from communities and swarmed the seat 
of power in Pretoria in protest against the oppressive 
Pass Laws of the time, the government has rightly 
declared this day a national holiday.

In a free South Africa, inroads in recognising 
the potential of leadership among women in 
general have been made ever since the country 
attained freedom 26 years ago. However gender 
parity, especially in the corporate sector remains 
a sticking issue with women continuing to be 
disproportionately under represented in leadership 
positions.

CiTYLIFE/ARTS editor EDWARD TSUMELE in this 
special series marking August Women’s Month, 
will interview women leaders at the Market Theatre 
Foundation in Newtown, who hold senior positions. 
These are the women leaders making sure that the 
cultural heartbeat of Newtown continues to be felt 
and heard far and wide, even during this difficult 
time in decades due to the current coronavirus 
pandemic.

This series of interviews will be published in the 
following two weeks, starting on Monday, August 
3, with an interview with the newly appointed Chief 

Executive Officer of the Market Theatre Foundation, 
Tshiamo Mokgadi.

The majority of the senior positions at the Market 
Theatre Foundation are held by women from 
executive level to senior staff level, making the 
institution most probably the most transformed in 
the country in the cultural sector when it comes to 
recognition of women in the arts. Out of the .11.
managers at the Market Theatre Foundation eight 
managers are women, while three managerial 
positions are occupied by men.

In this series of interviews, these women leaders 
speak about their roles at this multi-award winning 
institution that continues to play important 
intellectual and cultural roles in a free society by 
putting up shows that talk to the relevant issues of 
the day as well as playing a role in imagining a new 
society free from the burdens of the past.

These women leadership corps consists of Mokgadi, 
Chief Executive Officer, Christine Smith Mcdonald, 
Chief Financial Officer, Zodwa Shongwe, Producer, 
Keitu Gwangwa Head of Windybrow Centre of 
the Arts, Clara Vaughan, Head of Market Theatre 
Laboratory, Penny Morris (stakeholder relations 
manager, Zama Buthelezi Brand Communications 
Manager, Busisiwe Sithole Administrations 
and Operations Manager at the Market Photo 
Workshop, Perpetua Mathsa Human Resource 
Manager, Thuli Hlaneke Facilities Manager and 
Khona Dlamini Programmes Manager at the Market 
Photo Workshop. 

CityLife Arts will be publishing individual interviews 
with these women leaders for the next two weeks 
in honour of Women’s Month, starting this coming 
Monday, August 3, with an Up Close and Personal 
interview with the newly appointed Chief Executive 
officer of the Market Theatre Foundation, Tshiamo 
Mokgadi.

Women leaders taking Market 
Theatre   to   the   future

CITYLIFE/ARTS Women’s Month Special Features
Author Edward Tsumele
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The Market Theatre will be celebrating Women’s 
Month with a Shakespeare twist across all our 
social media platforms from Monday 10 – 14 
August 2020! 

Women’s Month is a commemoration and 
a tribute to the thousands of women who 
marched in 1956 which was a turning point in 
the role of women in the struggle for freedom 
and society at large.  

Chilling with Bard Shakespeare season is based 
on speeches from some of his prolific plays 
that were written for male characters. The plays 
have been carefully selected and matched with 
perfect actress by the Market Theatre Artistic 
Director James Ngcobo. Reversing the roles in 
this Shakespeare season will provide the actors 
with exciting roles of telling stories that where 
written more than 400 years ago but are still 
relevant today. 

“It is really a marvel that almost 400 years 
after he wrote this great literature, we are still 
intrigued and engulfed in this magnificent work 
of brilliance. Shakespeare poured his heart and 
imagination into these wonderous stories that 
have been acclaimed, enjoyed, and staged 
over the years.” Said James Ngcobo  

The Market Theatre is excited to launch the 
Chilling with the Bard Shakespeare Season as 
a continuum of the online theatre seasons that 
have been creating a buzz on social media since 
April.  

Eleven of Mzansi’s finest female actresses take 
on performing this one hander plays on the John 
Kani stage in showcasing their diverse talent 
and just brilliant acting. Amazing combination 
of talent that will breathe new life to these 400 
years old works. 

“It is important that we carry on in curating 
work that will keep artists busy and audiences 
entertained through this difficult time. As the 
Market Theatre we do not want this dark cloud 
to stifle what we do and drag us into a slumber. 
Keeping activities going and adhering to Covid 
19 restriction is also quite important. We might 
be closed but stories are never paused!” added 
James Ngcobo Artistic Director. 

Arsema Thomas, Awethu Hleli, Bianca Amato, 
Camilla Waldman, Charmaine Weir-Smith, Kate 
Liquorish, Leila Henriques, Renate Stuurman, 
Rorisang Motuba, Tinarie van Wyk Loots, 
Sarah Richard,  Vanessa Cooke and Zethu 
Dlomo Mphahlele will each present a speech 
carrying a theme that has some pertinence with 
what is going on around us, that is the joy of 
Shakespeare, his works remain timeless and 
relevant. 

“My words fly up, my thoughts remain below: 
Words without thoughts never heaven go” 
William Shakespeare, Hamlet.

The First Ladies of Shakespeare
We take a closer look at the all-star female 
cast who have flipped the script on these male 
characters the Shakespeare way!

Chilling with the Bard Shakespeare 
Season – we might be closed but 

stories are never on pause!
Author Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
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Arsema Thomas
As You Like It

Arsema Thomas was born in Georgia, USA to 
an Ethiopian mother and Nigeri father. With 
two diplomats as parents, she grew up across 
Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Benin, Togo, and 
New York City. 

She went on to study and receive a Bachelor of 
Arts in Biophysics at Carnegie Mellon University 
and a Master of Public Health from Yale University. 
In these two universities, both with great drama 
programs, she watched as people pursued her 
dream, which only churned her hunger for the 
craft and patience for her moment. Balancing 
her coursework load at Yale, she started to 
commute to New York to audition, and there 
she began her humble career in acting, being 
a part of student films and original plays. This 
paved the way for her then attending the Yale 
Summer Conservatory for Actors, followed by 
Cours Florent School of Acting in Paris, France 
for one year, and RADA’s selective Shakespeare 
summer intensive in London, England. Arsema 
hopes to tell stories that have seldom been told, 
with her voice, body, and character work, and to 
discover hidden corners of a discipline she has 
called home.

Awethu Hleli
The monologue is from Twelfth Night

Cape Town born, Awethu Hleli graduated 
top of her class (Acting) from the University of 
Cape Town in 2014 with a Performers Diploma 
in Theatre and Performance. Raised in the 
Townships of Khayelitsha and found her passion 
in Community Theatre with the Africa Jam 
Youth Programme which won the very first Best 
of Zabalaza Title 2011. 

Her many theatre performances include ‘Viola’ 
in Twelfth Night at Maynardville. She has 
worked with some of the acclaimed writers and 
directors including Mike Van Graan (Mellon 
Foundation Sketches) 2018, Pamela Nomvete 
(Another One’s Bread) 2017, and Koleka 
Putuma (Mbuzeni) 2015-2018 which all have 
highlighted her versatility as an actor. 

Bianca Amato
Brutus’s speech from Julius Caesar

Bianca Amato is based in NYC and 
Johannesburg, South Africa, is an actress, voice 
artist and teacher. She Graduated from UCT 
Drama School with distinction and the Ruth 
Peffers award for Best Student In Dramatic 
Art. She worked in South African theatre and 
television until 2002 when she moved to New 
York. She lived in NYC until 2017.  She has since 
returned to her homeland to contribute to the 
arts and to raise a family.

She received The Emery Battis award for 
Classical Excellence and The Elliot Norton award 
for Best Actress for Private Lives, as well as an 
IRNE nomination and Helen Hayes Nomination 
for Best Actress. In her native South Africa, she 
was awarded a Vita Award for Best Newcomer 
and a Fleur du Cap for Best Supporting Actress. 

Camilla Waldman
The Tragedy of King Richard the Third

Camilla Waldman graduated from the University 
of Cape Town with a Bilingual Performers 
Diploma in Speech and Drama, awarded with 
Distinction. In 1991, she completed Bachelor 
of Arts Degree, majoring in Drama – University 
of Cape Town. 2013/14/15 – Teaching and 
learning as 2nd Year Screen Performance 
Lecturer AFDA – School of Film, Television, 
Media and Performance

2018 - Fleur du Cap and Naledi Nominations 
for Best Supporting Actress - Tartuffe 
1994 - Dalro Best Supporting Actress - Scenes 
from an Execution
1994 - FNB Vita Best Supporting Actress – 
Scenes from an Execution
1991 - Fleur du Cap Most Promising Actress
1990 - Ruth Peffer Prize for Best Student in 
Dramatic Art – University of Cape Town
1988/89 - Rosalie van der Gucht Bursary – 
University of Cape Town
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Charmaine Weir-Smith
Sonnet 29 When In Disgrace With 
Fortune And Men’s Eyes

Charmaine is an award-winning actress, director 
and writer. She has performed in and directed 
over 40 theatre productions. Charmaine spent 
the early years of her career with the Natal 
Playhouse Company, where she performed a 
variety of coveted roles from Ophelia in Hamlet 
- Vita Award for Best Supporting Actress, Daisy 
in The Young Visitors – Vita Nomination for 
Best Actress, Agnes in Agnes of God, Kitty in 
Charlie’s Aunt, and Em in Story of an African 
Farm. In Johannesburg, Charmaine performed 
in The Theatre on the Square Production 2 4 
The Price of 1- Naledi Award for Best Actress in 
a Comedy and Pregnant Pause – Naledi Award 
Nomination for Best Actress and Best New SA 
Play. Rachel in Rosalind Butler’s An Unromantic 
Comedy. Charmaine has just completed a 
successful tour of Paul Slabolepsky’s Suddenly 
the Storm for which she was nominated for a 
Naledi Award and a Fleur du Cap award. She 
is delighted to reprise her role of Shanell again 
for a return season at Montecasino Theatre in 
March 2020 and at The Theatre on the Bay in 
June 2020.

Kate Liquorish
King Richard II

Kate Liquorish is an acclaimed actress and 
writer whose theatre credits include the highly 
acclaimed Fool for Love, Crepuscule, My name 
is Rachel Corrie, The Miser, Foursight and 
The Girl in the Yellow Dress. Her stage work 
has garnered her multiple award nominations 
including best actress and best supporting 
actress at the prestigious Fleur du Cap Theatre 
Awards. Her screen-work includes starring 
opposite Laurence Fishburne, Orlando Jones 
and David Harewood in BET’s series Madiba in 
which she played the iconic political activist Ruth 
First. She also played opposite Helen Mirren in 
Gavin Hood’s Eye in the Sky and Pearl Thusi 
and Akin Omotoso in Kagiso Lediga’s iconic 
film Catching Feelings. 

2020 has seen her star alongside Pearl Thusi 
once again in Africa’s first Netflix Original Queen 
Sono as well as in the lead role of DSTV’s much 
anticipated drama Still Breathing on Mnet. 

Leila Henriques
Viola from Twelfth Night

Leila has a master’s degree in Drama from The 
University of the Witwatersrand.

Leila trained at The Oxford School of Drama 
and spent a two-year residency at The Tabard 
Theatre in London. On returning to South 
Africa she joined the innovative Loft Theatre 
Company in Durban. She has performed in 
many productions in theatres across the land, 
including The Playhouse, The State Theatre, 
The Baxter Theatre, The Alexander Theatre, 
The Alhambra, The Mandela Theatre and the 
Theatre on the Square. Highlights include Silent 
Movie directed by Barney Simon and Womb 
Tide directed by Lara Foot at The Market 
Theatre. Most recently she performed in Curse 
of the Starving Class directed by Sylvaine Strike 
at the Baxter Theatre, and in Florence written 
by Myer Taub and directed by Greg Homann at 
The Market Theatre.

Renate Stuurman
Sonnet 13 - My Mistress’ Eyes Are 
Nothing Like The Sun

Renate Stuurman is a SAFTA winning actress 
best known for her role as ‘Princess’ in the 
S.A box office hit Happiness is a Four-Letter 
Word. Renate has become a familiar face in 
South African film and television industry over 
the past decade. She has portrayed well-loved 
characters in many local soaps including The 
River, Isidingo, Scandal and 7de Laan.

In 2016 she returned to the stage to feature 
alongside multi-award-winning playwright and 
actor Paul Slabolepsyz in the critically acclaimed 
new play Suddenly The Storm. In 2007 she was 
nominated for a Naledi Theatre Award for Best 
Female Newcomer for her role in the play, Some 
Girl(s) and worked with the prolific playwright, 
director and performer, Pieter Dirk Uys in his 
production, Macbeki. 
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Rorisang Motuba
To Bait Fish Withal

I am a passionate, South African born artist from 
Johannesburg.  I studied Drama, Political Science 
and Film & Media Studies at the University of 
Cape Town, where I starred in and produced a 
number of projects. Following my graduation, 
I was accepted to the prestigious New York 
Film Academy and Baron/Brown Studio in Los 
Angeles, US, where I studied and graduated 
Magna Cum Laude at the aforementioned 
institution. After my three-year stint studying 
Acting and Writing for Film, I returned to my 
home city of Johannesburg where I began 
pursuing a career in the arts. Since then I have 
written and starred in numerous South African 
and international productions and continue to 
honour my heritage as a natural born storyteller

Sarah Richard
Two Gentlemen of Verona

Sarah Richard is an actress, singer and voice 
artist. She completed her studies at the Tswane 
University of Technology in 2008, and at RADA 
in 2013. Since graduating she has appeared 
in television shows Binnelanders and 90 Plein 
Street. Musical appearances include Aspects 
of Love, Boys in the Photograph, Seussical, 
Freckleface Strawberry,  Robinson Crusoe, Pippi 
Longstockng, Sleeping Beauty, Into the Woods 
and Shrek the Musical. Theatre appearances 
include The Mouse Trap, Othello, Hamlet, 
Thrice Upon a Time, Rumplestiltskin and 
Macbeth. Her performances in Pterodactyls, 
Faust and Penelope Pixies Birthday Adventure 
earned her nominations for both the Naledi 
theatre awards and the Durban Theatre Awards.

Tinarie van Wyk Loots
Hamlet Act 2 Scene II

Tinarie’s first love is theatre. Theatre credits 
include Amadeus (Lara Foot), Howard Barker’s 
Women Beware Women and Judith (Geoffrey 
Hyland), Doubt, Valsrivier (Janice Honeyman), 
The Tempest (Janice Honeyman/RSC), 
Glengarry Glen Ross, Buried Child, Mephisto, 
Cosi, Cowboymouth, Importance of being 
Earnest, Lie of the Mind, The Birthday Party, 
The Real Inspector Hound, A Midsumernight’s 
Dream, Lovborg’s Women, Kersieboord, 
Koggelaar and Die Rebellie van Lafras Verwey 
(Mechanicals), Asem,  Koninkryk van die Diere, 
Antony and Cleopatra and X+Y (Marthinus 
Basson), Lot, Babbel, Land van Skedels and In 
Glas (Nicola Hanekom), Buite Blaf die Honde 
Swart,  Marat/Sade and In Ongenade (Jaco 
Bouwer), Orgie (Juanita Swanepoel), Plant 
vir my ’n Boom André (Jan Groenewald), 
Hemelruim and Katvoet (Nico Scheepers), 
Dogma, Son. Maan. Sterre., and Huis van 
Bernarda Alba (Christiaan Olwagen), and Zakes 
Mda’s Dying Screams of the Moon directed by 
Dr John Kani, as well as GIF/POISON/ITHEYFU 
in collaboration with Erwin Maas, Wild by Phillip 
Rademeyer, and Bloudruk vir ’n Nog Beter 
Lewe, directed by Stefan Benade.

Zethu Dlomo KaMphahlele
MacBeth

Zethu Dlomo-Mphahlele studied at The 
University of Witwatersrand where she acquired 
her Honours equivalent bachelor’s degree in 
Dramatic Art (2010).

She has featured on international shows; namely: 
HBO series Number One Ladies Detective 
Agency (2008) as ‘Baone Magasane’; Mary 
and Martha (2013) a feature film (directed by 
Phillip Noyce) where she played a cameo role 
character called ‘Patience’. She also featured 
in CBC and BET’s Book of Negroes (2014) 
playing the role of the pregnant slave ‘Sanu’. 
She received international recognition on the 
hit Starz Network series Black Sails (season 3 
& 4, 2015-2016), taking on the role of ‘Madi’, 
princess of the Maroon people.

She currently stars as ‘Lwandle’ in the Mzansi 
Magic Sunday evening drama The Herd.
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Vanessa Cooke
The Ages of Man from As You Like It

Vanessa Cooke is an award-winning performer 
and workshop theatre practitioner. She has 
performed in over 50 plays and has won awards 
including Naledi Award for Best Supporting 
Actress for Vigil 2014, How I learnt to Drive 
1999, Laughing Wild 1989, Private Lives 1988 
and Gertrude Stan and a Companion 1986. 

In 1971 she met director Barney Simon at Dorkay 
House. Together with him, Mannie Manim and 
group of actors formed the Company and 
founded the Market Theatre in 1976. 

Vanessa has a great love for Absurd theatre and 
was recently dialogue coach on the production 
of Ionesco’s Rhinoceros at the Market Laboratory. 
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The announcement of the national lockdown 
and the spread of Covid-19 has fast tracked 
the digital era into artistic programming. With 
this move being made, the Windybrow Arts 
Centre was able to collaborate and partner 
up with the Swedish Embassy in the hosting 
of the Digitally Yours web series which was 
aired on the Facebook and Twitter social 
media platforms. The Windybrow Arts Centre 
contributed an amount of R50 000 to the series 
and curated 5 of the 12 episodes aired on the 
series. These include a focus on theatre during 
the global pandemic and the final closing show 
of the series which focused on mental health 
and wellness in the arts. The 5 episodes curated 
by the Windybrow Arts Centre had a combined 
reach of 132 231 people and total of 83 800 in 
viewership, with the mental health and wellness 
episode holding the record of 18 000 views.

In efforts to provide relief and assist with the 
wellbeing of fellow artists, the Windybrow Arts 
Centre partnered up and donated R20 000 to 
the Poetry Relief Fund started and organized 
by NPO Hear My Voice. The Poetry Relief Fund 
assisted poets in and around the country with 
showcasing and hosting a digital platform that 
allowed poets to perform their work and earn a 
small income from the performance. The Poetry 
Relief fund hosted a total of 9 shows which 
featured and provided relief to 45 artists. The 
show was hosted on the Hear My Voice and 
Windybrow Arts Centre Facebook pages and 
had total of 3822 views. The Poetry relief fund 
is currently running an open call announcement 
for the second run of the web production.

As part of the Africa Month celebrations, 
the Windybrow Ats Centre hosted a digital 
festival in partnership with Hear My Voice. The 
celebrations included daily Swahili lessons 
that were posted on all of our social media 
platform. As part of the festival, the Windybrow 
Arts Centre hosted the “speaking to Swahili” 
dialogue which was held with members of 
the SOMAFCO trust and guests from Nigeria, 
Ghana and Kenya. We closed off the weeklong 
digital festival with the “tragic comedy”. The 
episode analysed and celebrated the way in 
which Africans carry the spirit of comedy and 
laughter in times of a global pandemic. The 
episode which featured Nigerian comedian 
Angel Gabriel and South African comedians The 
Funny Chef and Tyson Ngubeni had 566 views 
and was hosted on the Windybrow Arts Centre 
Facebook Page. In addition to this partnership 
with Hear My Voice, the Windybrow Arts Centre 
has also partnered with The Fitted In Project and 
is currently hosting a digital webinar titled “does 
innocence matter?”. The webinar interrogates 
and looks at the miscarriages of justice and the 
ways in which these miscarriages have affected 
the lives of their victims.

For the 46th National Arts Festival and the first 
one being digitally hosted, the Windybrow Arts 
Centre has submitted the production Bound. 
The production is directed by Sifiso Skhakhane 
and features Sne Dladla and Sparky Xulu.

The Windybrow Arts Centre 
update 
Author Zintle Radebe
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The Naledi Theatre Awards nominated, Market 
Theatre Laboratory 2nd year students’ created 
their first digital performance, BLINK. They 
were excited to put on their experimental hats 
and journey into the virtual world to launch their 
work, which has been praised as smart, funny, 
and relevant. 

In a world where social media is our news and 
statuses are headlines, the virtual spread of 
misinformation is as easy as a share. The 2nd year 
students Market Lab students presented a satire 

crafted around the twist of information in the online 
space – BLINK.  “It is ridiculous. It is experimental. It 
is a commentary on the fast-paced manner in which 
we receive and process information or at least how 
we are supposed to. We wanted to dance around 
the blurring line separating fact and fiction. A line 
we often find ourselves making with the double-
edged sword that is social media and the internet. A 
line we should question how we discern at all times 
because, in the blink of an eye, what is rumour today 
becomes facts tomorrow” say directors Rethabile 
Headbush and Tshepo Matlala.

This smart and funny digital production came about 
because, in the midst of a global pandemic, the 
second years couldn’t travel to Makhanda for the 
National Arts Festival, as they usually do. Instead, 
they explored the virtual world, investigating the 

possibilities at the border of theatre and film. The 
Market Lab students have consistently created 
relevant, innovative performances that move 
audiences, and this new experiment continues this 
tradition in a new medium. 

Khanyisile Zwane, a second year student, says, “it 
is in our belief that adapting should be the one 
great tool we ought to have as makers and in our 
commitment to become the inventors of the new 
age of theatre. In being challenged to look beyond 
the strife, we have the freedom and power to create 
and make magic with the multidisciplinary skills/
tools we have been afforded by the Market Theatre 
Laboratory, to keep the spirit of theatre alive as we 
go into our process of making. Let’s play!”

Clara Vaughan, Head of the Market Lab, 
commented, “I am so proud of the courage, 
resilience and determination these students have 
shown in working collaboratively and creatively in 
the most challenging of circumstances. What they 
have produced is well worth watching and is a 
welcome chance to laugh at the crazy times in which 
we find ourselves.”
 
BLINK, the first Market Theatre Laboratory 2nd 
year’s digital performance was presented on 
the Market Theatre Laboratory’s Facebook and 
Instagram, available from 14 – 19 July. 

Market Lab SECOND Years 
create their first ever digital 

performance 
Author Clara Vaughan
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Fresh from working with Young Artist of the 
Year Jeff Tshabalala on his commissioned 
work for the National Arts Festival, Kwasha! 
Theatre Company have begun rehearsals on a 
performance devised specifically for the Zoom 
app, featuring artists from seven countries in 
Africa, South America and Europe. 

This truly unique theatrical experience, titled 
The Art of Facing Fear, is a digital international 
collaboration conceived by Rodolfo García 
Vázquez and Ivam Cabral from acclaimed 
theatre company Os Satyros in São Paulo. 
After the first version’s success in Brazil, this new 
international iteration will premiere on the 31st 
of July 2020 and run from Friday to Sunday 
throughout August at 8pm. 

The Art of Facing Fear is set in a dystopian 
world, 5555 days in the future, while the global 
pandemic still rages. In this isolated world, in 
which lockdown continues to be a reality, many 
things are not available to people. Despite 
the government’s absolute control on digital 
communication, a group of friends still have 
the chance to keep in contact with each other 
via the internet. This group don’t understand 
how it’s still possible to have electric energy 
and web access because all the TV channels 

and newspapers have vanished and the cities 
have been abandoned. The main themes 
are depression, loneliness, hatred, the fear 
of infection, the angst of nearing death, and 
political extremism. The idea is to establish the 
points in common among different national 
realities during the pandemic. What are the 
fears that have taken over humankind during 
this period globally? What are the effects of 
social intolerance and political extremism in the 
world today?

At the end of the performance, artists and 
audience will gather and chat as an international 
community. They will be invited to talk freely 
about the performance, the effects of the 
pandemic in their own countries and ways for a 
better political future.

The co-producers of this production are: Crown 
Troupe of Africa (Nigeria), Darling Desperados 
(Sweden), Oddmanout (England), Os Satyros 
(Brazil),  Portuguese Cultural Center of Mindelo 
(Cap Verde), Village Productions (South Africa), 
Tell-a-Tale (Nigeria), The Kwasha! Theatre 
Company (South Africa), The Market Theatre 
Laboratory (South Africa) and Unga Klara 
(Sweden).

Kwasha the third explore the art 
of facing fear in a pandemic 

Author Clara Vaughan
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In response to the extended lockdown and 
continued interest in our part-time courses, the 
Market Lab will be launching a new course in 
Screen Acting, which will be held entirely online. 
The course, which will run from 29 August to 
14 November, will cover a wide range of topics 
that include practical digital training techniques 
designed specifically for screen acting, 
theoretical discussions on analysing script, and 

practical on-camera sessions. Whether you are 
a seasoned actor looking to improve your skills, 
a new actor to the industry, or simply someone 
who wishes to practise skills that can help 
improve your social ability, these classes will be 
useful to you. 

More details coming soon!

The Market Laboratory launches 
new online part-time course in 

Screen ActinG
Author Clara Vaughan
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A sit down with Thuli Hlaneke the Facilities 
Manager whose role includes Compliance 
Management Officer since Covid 19 hit South 
Africa. A lot of companies found themselves 
having to adapt to the new normal. 

Thuli Hlaneke joined the Market Theatre 
Foundation in 2008 as a Senior Front of House 
Manager two years later her job evolved to 
Facilities Officer, Operations and Housekeeping. 

She enjoys her work and is driven by her passion 
for good customer service and excellence. She 
joined the Market Theatre after four-year stint 
at the Wits Theatre (2004 to 2008) as their 
Front of House Manager. In May 2017, she 
started working on a book that she hopes to 
be published in 2018. The book focuses on the 
emotions and the journey of being a working 
mother. The aim is to share with and inspire 
other people about the difficulties and the joys 
of being a married working mother.

With different regulations applying to 
every organisation in the world, whether in 
corporate, hairdressing or real estate; there 
is an ever-increasing demand for Compliance 
Management Officers to keep companies on 

the right side of the law. How different has it 
been for you leaping from Facilities Manager 
to Compliance Officer over night? 
I am still the Facilities Manager. Carrying both 
responsibilities has been very challenging 
especially at the beginning of level 3 when 
we came back to the office. There was a lot 
of things that needed to be put in place and it 
was so difficult and time consuming. I really felt 
overwhelmed at times, but one has to be keep 
going so I did that. Also, I work very closely with 
Phodiso and that has been so helpful. COVID 
19 comes with a lot of new things that everyone 
of us has had to learn so that meant a lot of 
reading and consulting. 

What have been the major changes/
implementation you had to put in place in the 
offices and theatre so you can adhere to the 
COVID 19 health restrictions?
A lot has changed. The first major thing was 
to reduce the number of people that could 
work from the office because we must keep 
to a capacity of 50 per building. We also need 
to have all the names of people who come to 
the office daily because we need to be able to 
trace people’s movement in an event we have 
a positive case of COVID 19. Establishing the 

If you think compliance is expensive, 
try NON-COMPLIANCE

Author Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
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assessment/screening forms and making sure 
they are filled in correctly and that every staff 
member fills it in. The PPE’s was another big 
challenge. We had so many complains but once 
people understood that we all have to do this 
and that it is required from us as per legislations 
from the department of health and labour 
people started doing as asked. It has been 
challenging for everyone.

What is the most difficult thing about 
educating your fellow employees around 
safety measures?
It is so hard to educate especially because 
we first had to be educated with the disease 
ourselves and understand it. I cannot even 
at this stage say we fully understand but 
it is continuous educating and it does not 
stop. As a Compliance Committee we came 
with a awareness campaign and the aim is 
continuously give information to all the staff. We 
do the awareness via email and those emails 
are sent twice a week. We’ve put up signs 
everywhere. The response has been largely 
positive but we have experienced problems 
with staff not wanting to sign in the screening 
forms and some not wearing the masks or not 
wearing them properly. You can see that the 

commitment is there but the problem is human 
behaviour. Sometimes people forget and go 
back to what they know. That is why we have 
assistant compliance officers everywhere who 
check that things are being done right. 

How has your view on cleanliness changed?
It changed so much. I clean up after every 
meeting in a boardroom. We clean up after 
ourselves at the kitchen eating area. We must 
realise that our cleaners will not reach every 
area every time they are needed. We have 
limited resources so we have to all chip in, 
cleaners cannot do it alone. I remember in 
one of the compliance committee meetings 
where a colleague recommended that every 
staff member be given a cloth so that they can 
clean their work station and we immediately 
implemented that. We are in a process of 
purchasing fogging machines so that we can 
disinfect everywhere daily. Cleaning is so key 
right now and I don’t think we will ever go back 
to the old ways. 

How do you think post Covid 19 things are 
going to be in the theatre industry?
It will be so difficult. I think the new normal will 
stay with us for a very long time. It will take a 

lot for us to trust each other again. Social 
distancing will be a huge thing to overcome. 
I can just picture patrons sitting next to each 
other and hoping against all odds that it is safe 
that they are so close to each other. At the same 
time there will be that part of all us that will be 
so happy that we can go out and go anywhere 
we want and that will make people go back to 
those things they enjoy the most. We will be 
flooded with theatre lovers and most likely play 
to sold out houses. There will be such as The 
Market Buzz at the Market Theatre. 

What has been the most challenging part 
about this process for you?
Change is hard and so difficult so the most 
challenging for me has been dealing with the 
changes both at work and at home. There was a 
time I made a solution to disinfect my husband 
when he came back home from work. This was 
when we were on level 5. He was working and 
I was working from home. I used to spray so 
much of the solution on him until he started 
complaining and said the solution is causing 
him pain. That’s on the home front. At work, I 
have to say though that the Market Theatre 
has really dedicated staff. The FOH team that 
were assigned to all the screening posts at the 

entrances took it in with a positive attitude and 
have done outstanding work. The COVID 19 
Compliance Committee has kept and done all 
their responsibilities and the different areas they 
are assigned to. 

What are the qualities do you think are needed 
to carry out this kind of work?
One needs to be calm and very balanced in 
their approach and view of things. COVID 19 
has a lot of emotional demands and one needs 
to be able to understand people’s fears and be 
able to listen and answer all questions. You have 
to want to learn more and be willing to put in 
the extra time to look for information and apply 
it. There were times we had to work very long 
hours and one has to be willing to do that. 

Training - Through HR we have started attending 
online workshops on COVID 19 by Wits Health. 
The workshops cover a wide range of topics on 
COVID 19. The workshops have been such an 
important tool for the compliance committee. 
We have had staff who have also attended who 
are not part of the committee. The information 
sharing has been such a powerful tool.  
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When the president of South Africa declared the 
corona virus as a state of disaster and a global 
pandemic – I understood the depth of the virus but 
was very sure that it would never hit home. 

It was on July 2nd 2020 when I received my results 
from Vermaak Laboratory confirming that I had 
tested positive for covid-19. Prior to that, my mother 
who is a professional nurse (Sister) was terribly ill and 
had to be taken to the hospital. It was then that I 
suspected that she could have contracted the virus 
from work. To my surprise the next day when I came 
back home from work to pick up our son I learnt of 
the news that she had the virus and immediately 
rushed my son and I to the Casualty at one of the 
Life hospitals to get test because my son was staying 
with my mom since both my fiancé and I were 
reporting for working. 

The next couple of days was literally survival of 
the fittest. I experience our health deteriorating 
including our 10-month-old son. It was one of the 
toughest medical experiences in my life to date. 
Struggling to breath, eat, or even taking a shower 
was a mission. I also lost my sense of smell to a point 
that I constantly checked his diaper. There was a 
point where we were all put on a ventilator because 
we just could not breath on our own, any longer. 
Having to take care of myself and our son was a big 
challenge for me because I was weak and needed 
some assistance. There were 3 consecutive nights 
that our son struggled to sleep from the fever and 
other discomforts that I may not be able to put into 
words because he can’t talk but you could just see 
he was in pain. I mean if I was struggling what more 
with him? I thank God that he recovered quicker 
than us though the times were tough. 

As much as the Covid 19 affects the body 
physically, no one speaks of the impact that it has 
psychologically. Reading about the stats daily and 
hearing of people dying from this disease is enough 
to put you down. All one aims for daily is to be 
better than the previous days. The thought of how 
careful one has been but still contracted the virus is 

heartbreaking. With all that we were going through 
together with my son all we had was each other. My 
fiancé was back in Joburg after leaving for a month 
and a half for a shoot but couldn’t even be in the 
same house as us because we were trying to stop 
the spread but it was difficult for all of us. Naturally, 
when you are sick you want your loved ones near, 
but the civid-19 robbed us of that right.

The spread is rising daily, and one can just hope and 
pray that they do not contract this deadly disease. 
There is no way that one can doubt the existence 
of God after surviving something like this. I would 
urge everyone to continue to stay home unless they 
need to go to work because when you contract this 
disease; you infect your family and everyone else 
around you. 

Post the fight against the virus – my family and I 
went through medical assessment again with our 
treating doctor and she still found that we were still 
symptomatic and as a result extended our isolation 
period to 21 days which was an addition to the 14 
days we initially were given. This was to protect us 
from getting reinfected and making sure that our 
systems are completely cleared. Our second visit 
everyone was feeling so much better and we were 
released and could come out of isolation. My mom 
and myself have gone back to work. My son and I 
have since reconnected to my fiancé and our lives 
as a family are back to normal. We are still however; 
taking supplements and medication to strengthen 
our immune systems to try and not get reinfected.

I am truly grateful to everyone that showed me 
support during the trying times. To my family, 
friends and colleagues- you have my heart. Beautiful 
people, I HAVE LIFE.

I thank you

Tiisetso Mawane-Madzhie 

Zandile is back at work with her positive bubbly 
energy. 

Zandile Tiisetso Mawane-Madzhie – 
story of hope!

Author Zandile Tiisetso
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The Market Laboratory welcomes two new staff 
members
The Market Lab is thrilled to welcome 
Nompumelelo Mtshali and Roberto Pombo, 
who will both be working as Education 
Coordinators on a half-time basis. Roberto 
and Nompumelelo bring exciting experiences, 
perspectives and methodologies that will 
continue to strengthen both our part-time and 
full-time courses. 

Nompumelelo Mtshali
Nompumelelo Mtshali is a Master of Arts 
graduate from UKZN. Her Masters research 
focuses on extreme gender-based violence in 
the South African landscape. She’s directed work 
for the Cape Town Fringe Festival, performed 
at the International Cradle of Creativity Festival 
and was a Naledi Theatre Awards judge. Her 
passion for arts education is reflected through 

her experience as a creative arts teacher trainer 
for Assitej South Africa. Nompumelelo has 
also lectured Media Cultural Studies, and Film 
Contextual Studies, which has been enriched by 
her experience in the TV production space. 

Roberto Pombo
Roberto Pombo is a Johannesburg based 
theatre-maker, educator and performer. He 
holds an MA in Theatre and Performance from 
Wits University and attended the prestigious 
three-year performance program at The Helikos 
International School of Theatre Creation in Italy. 
He recently returned to Helikos to complete 
his pedagogic training under the direction of 
world-renown theatre master, Giovanni Fusetti. 
He has multiple performing and directing 
credits, as well as producing credits through his 
theatre company, Robaby Productions, which 
was created in 2015.

Young blood joins the Market 
Theatre Foundation workforce   

Author Clara Vaughan
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Busisiwe Hlongwani the new Supply 
Chain Administrative Assistant joined the 
Market Theatre Foundation after working 
at Government for a few years. The move 
happened over Level 5 Lockdown. This did 
not deter the young woman’s excitement and 
enthusiasm of starting a new adventure. The 
rules are the same everywhere, but the Market 
Theatre brings an entertainment aspect that 
will prove to be the cherry on the cake for this 
young professional. 

SCM represents an effort by suppliers to 
develop and implement supply chains that 
are as efficient and economical as possible. 
Typically, SCM attempts to centrally control 

or link the purchasing and distributions of any 
product through set Government regulations. 
By managing the supply chain, the Market 
Theatre Foundation can cut excess costs and 
deliver products to the institution faster. 

Busisiwe Hlongwani coordinates the logistics 
of all aspects of the supply chain management 
process at the Market Theatre Foundation. In 
just under three months she has already secured 
new suppliers, prepared Bid Specifications for 
new tender coming out soon and she holds her 
own in her weekly SCM meeting on Tuesday – 
what was that again SCM is a men job – well not 
at the Market!

Women defy the odds in a male 
dominated Job   

Author Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu

Nathi takes over the reins from the legendary 
Tswaledi Thobejane who retired after more than 
two decades of hard work at the Market Photo 
Workshop. 

Nathi Khumalo’s promotion was based on his 
commitment and determination to his work to 
be trained to succeed Tswaledi. He underwent 
on the job training by the master himself before 
his retirement. The transfer of knowledge and 
skills was met with such enthusiasm from Nathi, 
it really showed he was the right candidate for 

the position. In a few months in the position 
Nathi has shown how quickly he can adapt to 
the challenging role of Office Resources. 

Even though this was a promotion but Nathi 
still went through the rigorous interview process 
and was found beyond doubt to be the suitable 
man for the Job. He started on this position 
on the 1st July 2020, moving from his position 
of Weekend Workshop Assistant to Officer: 
Resources. 

Nathi Khumalo steps into big boots 
as he takes the new challenge head 

on!   
Author Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
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Lekgetho Makola was appointed acting CEO 
in the Month of July while the Market Theatre 
Foundation was awaiting CEO Tshiamo 
Mokgadi to take over the reins in August. Market 
Buzz spoke to Lekgetho on his experience.

Currently the Head of Market Photo Workshop , 
Lekgetho James Makola sits on the International 
Advisory Committee to the Board of CatchLight 
– San Francisco, and was on the Curatorial 
Advisory Committee of the 2017 Bamako 
Encounters - Mali. He has been in the judging 
panels for number of national and international 
Photography and Arts Awards in the past 5 
years, including CAP prize, UPPA, Thami Mnyele 
Art award, W Eugene Smith grant, World Press 
Photo 2019 and in 2020 as Chair of General 
Jury. He participated as a reviewer in the 2018 
New York Times Portfolio Review and the 2019 
Canon Student Development. 

Lekgetho, born in Ga-Sekhukhune in Limpopo, 
has a Fine Art degree from Durban University 

of Technology, South Africa. His artistic 
achievements include a Bronze Sculpture 
commission for President Nelson Mandela. He 
is an International Ford Foundation Fellow on 
Social Justice 2009, and a Graduate of Howard 
University in Washington DC USA with MFA in 
Film Studies 2013. He worked for the Durban Art 
Museum, Robben Island Museum including an 
internship at Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen 
in Rotterdam. He co-founded Kali TV in 
Washington DC 2012, an online media platform 
reporting news on Diaspora communities in the 
USA. He is a founding member of Parallel Film 
Collective Washington DC, 2012, a non-profit 
organization focusing on ‘Local Equals Global’ 
film culture with the idea that stories of everyday 
people are worth being told

He also founded an independent production 
company KGETHI IMAGES (Pty)Ltd in August 
2014 South Africa, which focuses on film, media 
and art productions. He is also founding member 
of the Brand New Africa Foundation which 

Transitional CEO – the spotlight is 
on Lekgetho Makola   

Author Zama Sweetness Buthelezi
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focuses on support on ‘critical rural education 
support’ and ‘youth professional development 
activations’ in the time of the 4IR in South Africa 
and the region. 

Lekgetho is an active founding member of the 
virtual continental network Centres of Learning 
for Photography in Africa. 
 
You were appointed in June to act in the role 
of CEO  while the Market Theatre waits for the 
incoming CEO in August. What has been your 
experience?
Taking over for a month during the rapid 
surge in COVID-19 cases in the city and also 
experiencing our first COVID-19 infection in 
our premises, it came with flatulating anxiety 
levels as we navigate this strange unpleasant 
life experience for all of us. As a Leader, one 
has to remain level headed and perform 
extensive consultative processes to ensure 
that your decision is sound rational. This phase 
came with announcements of budget cuts, 

for that matter during important time in the 
year on salary negotiations. The process of us 
having to urgently respond to the budget cuts 
while ensuring that they do not compromise 
salary negotiations with our Union meant that 
we had to call on all staff members of MTF to 
bring our heads and hands to work together 
towards an amicable resolve.  We would like 
to acknowledge and appreciate the immediate 
support from staff in this regard that eventually 
led us to reaching a favourable agreement on 
salary increases and also responding to the 
budgets cuts. 

On the other hand, with the Social Distancing 
protocols, our theatre, galleries and classrooms 
remained closed for now and all programming 
in this regard translated to virtual content that is 
being presented online. This has so far been an 
challenging and yet an exciting revelation which 
begins to inform us of the post COVID-19 new 
normal of the role of technology in the arts. 
 

What have you learnt?
Having an bird-eye view allowed me to have a 
better sense of the sophisticated nature of the 
Foundation with its 4 units. I was able to get 
a better knowledge of our Council and their 
intentions in contributing to MTF. More than 
anything, the commitment of many of the staff 
of MTF in carrying this institution throughout 
without losing any artistic and operational value 
in the intended impact of it vision and mission. 
 
Are you looking forward to going back to MPW 
and what learning do you take with?
I now feel that as a Unit, MPW’s artistic purpose 
is one with the rest of the units. As such, I do 
not feel I am going back, rather invited the 
MPW team to move forward as one large 
impactful community of MTF that includes 
our stakeholders and networks both local and 
international. 
 
Your experience with  staff as you  lead  the 
institution?

We have a dynamic team that contribute to the 
organisation as best as they could. Each staff or 
teams have particular support needs from the 
organisation that have to do with development 
support. We need to find effective ways to 
activate opportunities for mentoring and 
coaching either top down or parallel across the 
institution. Understanding limitation with grants 
allocation from DSAC, we have to be innovative 
in establishing internal forums for staff wellness 
and career goals planning. In this process begin 
to strengthen opportunities to be ready to build 
strong cohesive teams to transition in to the 
post COVID-19 new normal.  
 
Where to after this experience?
Going on to explore the experimentation space 
of co-programming with the other business units 
of MTF especially now that the virtual platform 
is the main opportune option. Also, I am in my 
final 6 months of my contract with MTF.
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